JOHNSON & JOHNSON HEALTH CARE CO -- AMOPLY AMMONIA INHALANTS
============================================================================
MSDS Safety Information
============================================================================
Product ID: AMOPLY AMMONIA INHALANTS
MSDS Date: 10/23/1991
MSDS Num: BLWXJ
Tech Review: 12/10/1991
Name: JOHNSON & JOHNSON HEALTH CARE CO
Address: 501 GEORGE ST
City: NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 08903 US
Phone Number: 800-526-3967
Emergency Phone Number: 800-526-3967
============================================================================
Ingredients
============================================================================
Cas: 1336-21-6
Name: AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE
% by Wt: 15
OSHA PEL: 50 PPM
ACGIH TLV: 25 PPM
EPA Rpt Qty: 1000 LBS
DOT Rpt Qty: 1000 LBS
Ozone Depleting Chemical: N

Cas: 64-17-5
Name: ETHYL ALCOHOL (ETHANOL)
% by Wt: 35
OSHA PEL: 1000 PPM
ACGIH TLV: 1000 PPM
Ozone Depleting Chemical: N

Cas: 506-87-6
Name: AMMONIUM CARBONATE
% by Wt: 4
EPA Rpt Qty: 5000 LBS
DOT Rpt Qty: 5000 LBS
Ozone Depleting Chemical: N

Health Hazards Data
============================================================================
Route Of Entry Inds - Inhalation: YES
Skin: YES
Ingestion: YES
Carcinogenicity Inds - NTP: NO
IARC: NO
OSHA: NO

Effects of Exposure:

- **EYES:** Ammonia gas is irrit to eyes at low conc. Eye contact with the solution may cause corneal edema, severe damage, & loss of vision. SDA alcohol can cause eye irrit. Skin: Ammonia gas is irritating to the skin at low conc. Skin contact with the solution can cause burns and is corrosive. Inhal ammonia (effects of overexp)

Explanation Of Carcinogenicity: NOT RELEVANT

Signs And Symptoms Of Overexposure:

- **HLTH HAZ:** Gas is irrit to the resp sys at low conc. Excess expos may lead to hdch/coughing/lung congestion/pulm edema. SDA alcohol can irrit muc memb, drowsiness, stupor, & is a CNS depressant. Ingest: Ingest may cause effects similar to other corrosive alkalies & cause damage to throat/esophagus/digest system.

Medical Cond Aggravated By Exposure: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

First Aid:

- **EYES:** Immed flush w/clean H*2O for @ lst 15 min. Make sure to flush under lids. Seek prompt med attn. **SKIN:** Immed flush w/clean H*2O for @ lst 15 min. Remove contam clthg/shoes. Seek prompt med attn. **INHAL:** Remove to fresh air. Seek prompt med attn. Ingest: Do not induce vomit. If swallowed, give H*2O/weak acids such as lemon/orange juice/diluted vinegar. Cont pois ctl ctr. Seek prompt med attn.

Handling and Disposal

Spill Release Procedures:

- In areas where large quantities of prod are stored, if prod is damaged ammonia gas will be released. Evac area. Provide vent. To prot clean-up crew from inhale & skin cntct w/ammonia gas, wear niosh/ms ha apprvod scba & prot clothing.

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER. Waste Disposal Methods: Dispose of in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations. The crushed amply ammonia inhalants may be disposed of in ordinary landfill.

Handling And Storage Precautions: AVOID TEMPERATURE EXTREMES.

Other Precautions: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Fire and Explosion Hazard Information

Flash Point Method: CC

Flash Point Text: <64F, <18C

Lower Limits: 3.3%

Upper Limits: 19%

Extinguishing Media: DRY CHEMICAL, CO*2, ALCOHOL FOAM.

Fire Fighting Procedures: Wear NIOSH/MSHA APPROVED SCBA AND FULL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (FP N).
Unusual Fire/Explosion Hazard: WHEN HEATED WITH MATERIAL WILL EMIT AMMONIA GAS.

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: NONE REQUIRED UNDER NORMAL PROD USE. IF LRG QTYS OF AMOPFLY AMMONIA INHALANTS ARE DAMAGED, AMMONIA GAS WILL BE RELEASED. FOR AMMONIA CONC < 300 PPM, A NIOSH/MSHA APPRVD FULL FACEPIECE CHEM CARTRIDGE RE SP W/AMMONIA CARTRIDGE RESP IS REQUIRED.

Ventilation: NORMAL DILUTION VENTILATION IS SUFFICIENT FOR NORMAL PRODUCT USE.

Protective Gloves: RUBBER OR NEOPRENE GLOVES

Eye Protection: CHEMICAL WORKERS GOGGLES (FP N).

Other Protective Equipment: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Work Hygienic Practices: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Supplemental Safety and Health: APPEARANCE AND ODOR. CONTAINING CONCENTRATED AMMONIA SOLUTION COVERED WITH FILTER PAPER. THE INHALANT WHEN BROKEN RELEASES A SOLUTION HAVING AN AROMATIC AND PUNGENT ODOR OF AMMONIA WHICH IMMEDIATELY COLORS THE FILTER PAPER PINK FROM RUBINEDYE.

Physical/Chemical Properties

Appearance and Odor: AMOPFLY AMMONIA INHALANTS CONSISTS OF A 0.33 ML GLASS AMPULE (SUPP DATA)

Reactivity Data

Stability Indicator: YES

Stability Condition To Avoid: HEAT, SPARKS, FLAME.

Materials To Avoid: AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH ACIDS, COPPER, TIN, ZINC, ALUMINUM, PROPYLENE OXIDE, AND HALOGENS.

Hazardous Decomposition Products: WHEN HEATED WITH MATERIAL WILL EMIT AMMONIA GAS.

Hazardous Polymerization Indicator: NO

Conditions To Avoid Polymerization: NOT RELEVANT

Transportation Information

Trans ID NO: 27162
Product ID: AMOPFLY AMMONIA INHALANTS
MSDS Prepared Date: 10/23/1991
Review Date: 02/26/1992
Article W/O MSDS: N
Multiple KIT Number: 0
Unit Of Issue: NK
Container QTY: NK

Hazard And Precautions

AVOID TEMP EXTREMES. HIGHLY FLAMMABLE MATERIAL. KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT, SPARKS AND OPEN FLAME. ACUTE: CAN CAUSE SKIN BURNS, CORNEAL EDEMA, LOSS OF VISION, PULMONARY EDEMA AND DAMAGE TO GI TRACT AT H C ONC. IS IRRITATING TO EYES, SKIN AND RESPIRATORY TRACT AT LOW- HIGH CONC. CHRONIC: NONE LISTED BY MANUFACTURER.

Disclaimer (provided with this information by the compiling agencies): This information is formulated for use by elements of the Department of Defense. The United States of America in no manner whatsoever expressly or implied warrants, states, or intends said information to have any application, use or viability by or to any person or persons outside the Department of Defense nor any person or persons contracting with any instrumentality of the United States of America and disclaims all liability for such use. Any person utilizing this instruction who is not a military or civilian employee of the United States of America should seek competent professional advice to verify and assume responsibility for the suitability of this information to their particular situation regardless of similarity to a corresponding Department of Defense or other government situation.
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Product: FIRST AID CREAM

CAS Number: NOT ESTABLISHED

SECTION 1 - CHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION

Company: Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products, Inc.
Grandview Road
Skillman, NJ 08558

Emergency Contact: INFORMATION CENTER
Emergency Phone: 600-526-3967

SECTION 2 - CHEMICAL COMPONENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAS Number</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Exposure Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEARYL ALCOHOL 112-92-5</td>
<td>&lt;4.0</td>
<td>NOT REGULATED BY 29 CFR 1910.1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENEYL ALCOHOL 100-51-6</td>
<td>&lt;3.0</td>
<td>NOT REGULATED BY 29 CFR 1910.1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETYL ALCOHOL 36653-82-4</td>
<td>&lt;7.0</td>
<td>NOT REGULATED BY 29 CFR 1910.1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These materials are not listed by NTP, IARC, or OSHA as carcinogens or potential carcinogens.


This product is not intended for industrial use.

SECTION 3 - PHYSICAL DATA

Solubility: SOLUBLE IN WATER
Appearance: OPAQUE CREAM
Odor: CHARACTERISTIC ODOR

SECTION 4 - FIRE FIGHTING & EXPLOSION DATA

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: PACKAGING MATERIALS MAY BURN IF EXPOSED TO EXTREME HEAT. PRODUCT WILL BURN IF EXPOSED TO EXTREME HEAT OR OPEN FLAME.

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: MEDIA SUITABLE FOR PRODUCT, CONSUMER COMMODITY PACKAGING AND SURROUNDING FIRE.

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS: NO SPECIAL PROCEDURES ARE NECESSARY.
Product: FIRST AID CREAM

CAS Number: NOT ESTABLISHED

Issue Date: 1/12/97

SECTION 5A - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INHALATION

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INHALATION: NO EFFECTS EXPECTED WITH INTENDED USE.

FIRST AID - INHALATION: NO TREATMENT IS NECESSARY UNDER ORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES.

SECTION 5B - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - SKIN

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - SKIN: NO EFFECTS EXPECTED OTHER THAN THOSE INTENDED.

FIRST AID - SKIN: NO TREATMENT IS NECESSARY UNDER ORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES.

SECTION 5C - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - EYES

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - EYES: DIRECT EYE CONTACT MAY CAUSE IRRITATION.

FIRST AID - EYES: IF EYE CONTACT OCCURS, FLUSH EYES WITH WATER. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS, CONTACT A PHYSICIAN.

SECTION 5D - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INGESTION

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INGESTION: INGESTION UNLIKELY TO OCCUR UNDER ORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES. INGESTION MAY CAUSE SLIGHT NAUSEA.

FIRST AID - INGESTION: IF NAUSEA PERSISTS, CONTACT A PHYSICIAN.

SECTION 5E - GENERAL HEALTH EFFECTS - COMMENTS

NONE

SECTION 5F - HEALTH CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE

HEALTH CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: NONE EXPECTED

SECTION 6 - REACTIVITY & POLYMORPHISM

Hazardous Decomposition Products: PLASTIC CONTAINERS MAY Emitted TOXIC FUMES OR VAPORS WHEN BURNED. AVOID INHALATION. POLYPROPYLENE, POLYETHYLENE, AND POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) ARE OFTEN COMPONENTS OF PLASTIC CONTAINERS. POLYETHYLENE AND POLYPROPYlene EMIT CARBON MONOXIDE UPTON THERMAL DECOMPOSITION. PVC EMITS HYDROGEN CHLORIDE AND CARBON MONOXIDE UPTON THERMAL DECOMPOSITION.

Hazardous Polymerization: WILL NOT OCCUR.

Stability: STABLE
SECTION 7 - SPILL, LEAK & DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN - SPILLS, LEAKS, OR RELEASE: NO SPECIAL CLEANUP PROCEDURE IS NECESSARY. PROVIDING ADDITIONAL ROOM VENTILATION, SUCH AS OPENING WINDOWS, IS SUGGESTED.

WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS: DISPOSE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL REGULATIONS. THIS MATERIAL IS NOT CONSIDERED A HAZARDOUS WASTE UNDER 40 CFR 261-IDENTIFICATION AND LISTING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE.

SECTION 8 - SPECIAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

VENTILATION: GENERAL ROOM VENTILATION IS NORMALLY SUFFICIENT.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - EYES: EYE PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - GLOVES: GLOVES ARE NOT REQUIRED.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - RESPIRATORS: RESPIRATORY PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED UNDER NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - OTHER: OTHER SPECIAL EQUIPMENT IS NOT NECESSARY.

SECTION 9 - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS - STORAGE & HANDLING

STORAGE & HANDLING CONDITIONS: THIS PRODUCT SHOULD BE STORED AWAY FROM EXTREME HEAT AND SOURCES OF IGNITION.

SECTION 10 - SHIPPING INFORMATION (49 CFR and HM-181)

NOT CLASSIFIED UNDER DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 49 CFR-TRANSPORTATION.

SECTION 11 - MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS

PREPARED BY
Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products, Inc.
Grandview Road
Skillman, NJ 08558

In New Jersey call 800-526-3967 for information.
This product is not intended for industrial use. This product conforms to applicable regulations.

DISCLAIMER OF EXPRESSED AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES

Although reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this document, Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products Inc. extends no warranties and makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained therein, and assumes no responsibility regarding the suitability of this information for the user's intended purposes or for the consequences of its use. Each individual should make a determination as to the suitability of the information for his/her particular purpose(s).
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET FOR BZK ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTE

PDI - PROFESSIONAL DISPOSABLES INTERNATIONAL
THE HEALTHCARE DIVISION OF
NICE-PAK PRODUCTS, INC
TWO NICE-PAK PARK
ORANGEBURG NY 10962-1376
845-365-1700
REVISION DATE: 7/00

I-PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

PRODUCT/TRADE NAME: BZK ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTE D35100, D35185, D35187, K45881
HAZARD RATING (NFPA)
HEALTH: 0
FLAMMABILITY: 0
REACTIVITY: 0
SPECIFIC: NONE

EMERGENCY OR INFORMATION TELEPHONE NO: 845-365-1700 (M-F DAYTIME) AT OTHER TIMES, CONTACT THE LOCAL POISON CONTROL CENTER

CHEMICAL NAME: MIXTURE

II-HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

PER 29 CFR 1910.1200

Hazards Ingredients   %   ACGIH TLV   CAS NUMBER
NONE. NO COMPONENTS OVER 1% OF FORMULATION

III-PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

COLOR/ODOR/APPEARANCE: TOWELETTE SATURATED WITH CLEAR COLORLESS LIQUID.
BOILING POINT: N/A
FLASH POINT: NOT APPLICABLE
VAPOR DENSITY: N/A
EVAPORATION RATE: N/A
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: COMPLETE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H2O = 1): 1.0

IV-FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

FLASH POINT (Method Used): NOT APPLICABLE : LEL:N/A UEL:N/A
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: ANY
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: NONE
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: NONE

V-REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITY: STABLE
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: N/A
INCOMPATIBILITY: ANIONIC SURFACTANTS/SOAPS
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION OR BYPRODUCTS: NONE
POLYMERIZATION: WILL NOT OCCUR
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: NONE

VI-HEALTH HAZARD DATA

EFFECTS OF OVER EXPOSURE:
SKIN: NONE
EYES: MAY CAUSE DISCOMFORT
INHALATION: NONE
INGESTION: NONE

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES:
SKIN CONTACT: DISCONTINUE USE IF RASH OR IRRITATION OCCURS
EYE CONTACT: FLUSH WITH COLD WATER IF SPLASHED IN EYES
INHALATION: NONE
INGESTION: NONE
TARGET ORGANS: NONE

VII-SPILL AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURE

SPILL CONTROL: RINSE INTO SEWER SYSTEM
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: FOLLOW LOCAL STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
HANDLING AND STORAGE: NONE

VIII-CONTROL MEASURES/PROTECTION
RESPIRATION: NONE.
VENTILATION: NONE.
PROTECTIVE GLOVES: NONE
EYE PROTECTION: IF SPLASH POTENTIAL EXISTS
HYGIENIC PRACTICES: GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PRACTICES SHOULD BE FOLLOWED.
OTHER: NONE

IX-TRANSPORT/SHIPPING

DOT SHIPPING NAME:
TECHNICAL SHIPPING NAME:
DOT SHIPPING CLASSIFICATION: DOT Not Regulated
DOT ID NO.:
DOT; LABEL; REQUIREMENTS:
UN/NA NUMBER REGULATIONS:
REPORTABLE QUANTITY:

X-DISCLAIMER

THE INFORMATION FURNISHED HEREIN IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE AND REPRESENTS THE BEST DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO US. NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED IS MADE AND NICE-PAK PRODUCTS, INC. ASSUMES NO LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY RESULTING FROM ITS USE.
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Product: JOHNSON'S INSTANT COLDPACK

CAS Number: NOT ESTABLISHED

Issue Date: 6/4/92

SECTION 1 - CHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION

Company: Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products, Inc.
Grandview Road
Skillman, NJ 08558

Emergency Contact: INFORMATION CENTER
Emergency Phone: 800-526-3967

Chemical Family: COLD PACK

SECTION 2 - CHEMICAL COMPONENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAS Number</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Exposure Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6484-52-2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Not Regulated By 29 CFR 1910.1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMMONIUM NITRATE

This material is not listed by NTP, IARC, or OSHA as carcinogens or potential carcinogens.

This product is not intended for industrial use.

SECTION 3 - PHYSICAL DATA

Solubility: LIQUID INSIDE PACKET IS SOLUBLE IN WATER

pH: 5.4

Appearance: LIQUID INSIDE A SEALED POLYETHYLENE BAG.

Flash Point: NA
Vapor Pressure: NA

SECTION 4 - FIRE FIGHTING & EXPLOSION DATA

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: PRODUCT WILL BURN. AVOID TEMPERATURES GREATER THAN 100°F. PACKAGING MATERIALS MAY BURN IF IGNITED. STORE AWAY FROM CHEMICALS THAT WILL BURN.

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: MEDIA SUITABLE FOR CONSUMER COMMODITY PACKAGING AND SURROUNDING FIRE.

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS: NO SPECIAL PROCEDURES ARE NECESSARY.
SECTION 5A - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INHALATION

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INHALATION: NOT A SIGNIFICANT ROUTE OF EXPOSURE. IF BOTH INNER AND OUTER BAGS ARE PUNCTURED PRIOR TO ACTIVATION, EYE AND THROAT IRRITATION MAY OCCUR.

FIRST AID - INHALATION: MOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS, CONTACT A PHYSICIAN.

SECTION 5B - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - SKIN

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - SKIN: UNLIKELY TO OCCUR FROM INTENDED USE. INTERIOR LIQUID MAY CAUSE SKIN IRRITATION. AVOID PUNCTURING BAG.

FIRST AID - SKIN: IF LIQUID CONTACTS SKIN, FLUSH WITH WATER. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS, CONTACT A PHYSICIAN.

SECTION 5C - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - EYES

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - EYES: UNLIKELY TO OCCUR FROM INTENDED USE. INTERIOR LIQUID MAY CAUSE IRRITATION AND TEARING. AVOID PUNCTURING BAG.

FIRST AID - EYES: FLUSH EYES WITH WATER. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS, CONTACT A PHYSICIAN.

SECTION 5D - EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INGESTION

ROUTES OF EXPOSURE & EFFECTS - INGESTION: INGESTION OF THIS MATERIAL IS UNLIKELY IF USED AS INTENDED.

FIRST AID - INGESTION: CONTACT A PHYSICIAN.

SECTION 5E - GENERAL HEALTH EFFECTS - COMMENTS

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: IF THIS MATERIAL IS INGESTED, REMOVE MATERIAL FROM STOMACH BY INDUCTION OF EMESIS LAVAGE (UNLESS VOMITING HAS ALREADY OCCURRED). OBSERVE AND TREAT SYMPTOMATICALLY. MONITOR THE BLOOD FOR HEMOGLOBIN LEVELS.

SECTION 5F - HEALTH CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE

HEALTH CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: NONE EXPECTED.
SECTION 6 - REACTIVITY & POLYMERIZATION

Hazardous Decomposition Products:
PLASTIC CONTAINERS MAY EMIT TOXIC FUMES AND VAPORS WHEN BURNT. AVOID INHALATION. POLYETHYLENE IS A COMPONENT OF THE PLASTIC CONTAINERS. POLYETHYLENE EMITS CARBON MONOXIDE UPON THERMAL DECOMPOSITION.

Hazardous Polymerization: WILL NOT OCCUR

Stability: STABLE

SECTION 7 - SPILL, LEAK, & DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN - SPILLS, LEAKS, OR RELEASE: NO SPECIAL CLEANUP PROCEDURE IS NECESSARY.

WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS: DISPOSE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL REGULATIONS. THIS MATERIAL IS NOT CONSIDERED A HAZARDOUS WASTE UNDER 40 CFR 261-IDENTIFICATION AND LISTING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE.

SECTION 8 - SPECIAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

VENTILATION: GENERAL ROOM VENTILATION IS NORMALLY SUFFICIENT.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - EYES: EYE PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED FOR INTENDED USE.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - GLOVES: GLOVES ARE NOT REQUIRED.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - RESPIRATORS: RESPIRATORY PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED FOR INTENDED USE.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - OTHER: OTHER SPECIAL EQUIPMENT IS NOT NECESSARY.

SECTION 9 - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS - STORAGE & HANDLING

STORAGE & HANDLING CONDITIONS: AVOID RUPTURING BAGS. DO NOT USE GRAPPLING HOOKS OR OTHER SHARP, POINTED OBJECTS TO MOVE OR OPEN PACKAGES. STORE AWAY FROM FLAMMABLE CHEMICALS. NO OTHER SPECIAL STORAGE OR HANDLING IS NECESSARY.

SECTION 10 - SHIPPING INFORMATION (49 CFR and RM-181)

NOT CLASSIFIED UNDER DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 49 CFR-TRANSPORTATION
SECTION 11 - MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS

Ammonium Nitrate is listed under various state Right to Know laws including, but not limited to New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania.

PREPARED BY: Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products, Inc.
Grandview Road
Skillman, NJ 08558

In New Jersey call 800-526-3967 for information.
This product is not intended for industrial use. This product conforms to all applicable regulations.

DISCLAIMER OF EXpressed AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES

Although reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this document, Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products, Inc. extends no warranties and makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained therein, and assumes no responsibility regarding the suitability of this information for the user's intended purposes or for the consequences of its use. Each individual should make a determination as to the suitability of the information for his/her particular purpose(s).